TOWARDS  A  SOCIALIST  SOCIETY
One thing was clear, that every possible illusion was now
gone, that no happiness could be expected from ideas hitherto
received, that philosophy was helpless to prevent misery,
particularly that of destitution: our economic-order is really
upside down, a negation of natural order.1 And yet the world
cannot be meant to be chaos; careful study should reveal the
bases of a right order; it is in fact obvious that these must be
the reverse of what has been hitherto accepted as such, and
everything points to the fact that mankind, having gone
through periods of chaos and conflict, is now about to enter an
era of harmony, in which the natural goodness of man will at
last emerge and have free play, in which all will be really equal,
all really free, all really brothers. We shall get to it by various
transitional institutions, perhaps by State Socialism, more
through voluntary groups freely organized on new principles.2
The social problem according to Fourier was so to organize
society as to give everybody joy in work and security in the
enjoyment of the fruits of work. Wealth has indeed to be
produced by labour, but work can be made pleasant and dis-
tribution fair if they be organized along right lines ; and these
lines are the division of society into autonomous co-operative
units, small enough to ensure the freedom of each individual,
large enough to be self-sufficing in essentials and economically
complete. To these units he gave the name of Phalanstere or
1	" Centralisation politique, progres de la fiscalite, consolidation du monopole
maritime, atteintes £ la propriete, chute des corps intermediaires, spoliation
des communes, deprivation judiciaire, instabilite des institutions, imminence
de schisme, greves intestines, heredit^ du mal, devergondage de la politique,
progres de 1'esprit mercantile, faveur au commerce en raison de sa pej oration,
scandales industriels, traite des blanches favorisee, moeurs du siecle deTibere,
jacobinisme communique, noblesse vandale, naumachies litteraires, tactique
destructive, tendance au Tartarisme, initiation  des barbares a la tactique,
quadruple peste " (Nouveau Monde, pp. 417-420. Bourgin, Fourier, p. 205).
2	Fourier saw four main types of disorder: economic, shown in poverty;
social, shown in inequality; political, shown in war; moral, shown in the
failure of existing marriage laws and family life. The causes were partly moral
(the prevalence of coercion in education and personal relationships) and
partly economic (anarchy in production, hordes of idlers and wastrels, of
whom the Jews were the worst, competition, monopolies, bad distribution of
wealth). (Cf. Bourgin, of.«/., pp. 220, 299.)
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